
 

 

LO: I can identify some key elements 
of house music and can use these 
elements to compose a bar of music 

 

Leicester-Shire Music Hub  

Sheep Beats Lesson (UKS2) 

Written by Bradley Smith   
Sheep Beats is a free browser based music program that requires no install to run. Go to 

http://www.onemorelevel.com/game/sheep_beats to access this software. The only caveat is that you must 

ensure your internet browser is running Flash permissions (this will often be prompted when you go to the 

sheep beats page). Google Chrome is a reliable internet browser to use when using Flash music programs.  

Disclaimer: Leicester-Shire Music Service can take no responsibility for how this software / website may 

impact a computer system. 

Outcome Follow on lesson ideas for Sheep Beats 

• Following on from the house lesson, pupils are to create and play their 

own House backing beat using classroom instruments. Each person has 

a clear part to play in creating the rhythm correctly. Kick drum (deep 

drum / djembe) on the pulse, hihat (triangle, tambourine shake) on the 

upbeat and a snare on the 2nd and 4th beat (this could be played with a 

cabasa or maraca). 

• Teacher to make a variety of simple drum patterns on the Sheep Beats 

program and then play these back to the chn, ensuring that the chn 

can’t see the grid notation. Chn must use their listening skills to then 

notate and draw in the rhythms they have been played (using either  

the Sheep Beats notation grid (available as a download from LSMS tech 

planning page grid or traditional notation).  

• Play the chn a variety of popular songs with simple drum patterns 

(Queen – We will rock you, Michael Jackson – Billie Jean, Elvis Presley, 

Some House / Dance Music etc). Discuss the artists and their genres. Ask 

chn to use Sheep Beats to notate the drum patterns from these and 

other popular (simple drum pattern) songs. Peer and class assess to 

discuss if pupils have copied the given beats accurately. Do they sound 

the same when played through their Sheep Beat notation on the 

computer? 

 

 

 

http://www.onemorelevel.com/game/sheep_beats


 

 
 

In this unit, children will explore pitch through singing 

nursery rhymes, using their voice, using tuned and un-tuned 

instruments and creating simple graphic scores to support 

creating simple compositions. Throughout the unit, children 

will be developing their skills to communicate their thoughts 

and feelings about the music they are creating and listening to.   

 

Sheep Beats – Lesson Plan 
Written by Bradley Smith  

 
 

 

LO: I can identify some key elements of house music and can use these elements to compose a bar of music 

Starter and input Plenary 
www.slideshare.net/secret/qnm58mLYdjWtxa 
Go to the above link for the lesson slides.  
Teacher to watch short guidance video on slide 5 (to be 
done ahead of lesson). 
Go to slide 7 to discuss and explain the learning 
outcome and learning journey elements of the lesson. 
Go to slide 8. Ask pupils if they have heard of House 
music before? Can they name any House songs or 
artists? Watch the youtube link for an example of a 
House song for a minute or so. Play it again and ask the 
pupils to listen closely to the drum beat that comes in at 
around 36 seconds.  
Ask question: Is there something playing on the pulse of 
the drum rhythm? Allow discussion with a partner. Take 
answers. (Yes – House music generally has a kick drum 
playing on the pulse of the drum beats). 
  

Once all pupils have completed the peer assessment 
sheet, ask to hear some of the compositions. Play them 
to the class and look at the peer feedback sheet to see if 
their judegments have bene accurate.  
Discuss the beat with the class. Has the success criteria 
been met? If not, what needs changing? 
 

Resources 

Computer suite for class (one each or one between two). 
Lesson slides (Link shown in start / input box) 
Access to Sheep Beats software (Teacher to check ahead of 
lesson) 
Access to Slide Share website to access PowerPoint 
Printouts of peer assessment sheet (found at: 
www.leicestershiremusichub.org/prim-music-tech) 

Activities 
Go to slide 9 – Explain about the other key elements of House music beats (hi-hat on the upbeat and snare / 
clap on the 2nd and 4th beat. Play the video clip again and model / show this to the pupils by clapping along or 
giving hand gestures for these elements.  
At the bottom of this slide is a brief tutorial clip for the pupils on how to find and navigate the Sheep Beats 
software. Play the video and then allow pupils a few minutes to explore the software by themselves.  
Go to slide 10 – Play the video that explains how to compose a simple House style drum beat in Sheep Beats. 
Allow pupils a few minutes to create this on their computers. Remind them of the key elements: 

• Kick drum on the pulse 

• Snare on the 2nd and 4th beat 

• Hi-hat on the upbeat (in between each kick drum) 
Ask them to share their work with a partner to check all drum beats have been entered correctly. The grid 
should look like this: 

 
Go to slide 11 – Ask pupils to now use the bass instrument on Sheep Beats to enter some bass notes on the 
upbeat also (with the same rhythmic pattern as the hihat). Once completed, ask pupils to now use the keyboard 
instrument to enter in notes of their choice to finish creating their bar of House inspired music.  
Pass out the peer assessment handouts and ask pupils to share their composition with a partner. Ask pupils to 
assess the composition against the success criteria handout.  

 

 

http://www.slideshare.net/secret/qnm58mLYdjWtxa
http://www.leicestershiremusichub.org/prim-music-tech

